We describe a three-dimensional autonomous dynamical system, orbits of which determine the metrics of three-dimensional Ricci solitons. In general these are not of gradient type. A careful analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of orbits is required to establish whether the corresponding solitons are complete or otherwise. New examples are found. Special cases include soliton structures on surfaces. In particular, a non-gradient steady soliton is found on an infinite cover of S 2 n ftwo pointsg whose metric factors then extends to a non-standard C 2 metric on S 2 .
Introduction
Let .M; g 0 / be a Riemannian manifold. Then the Ricci flow is the evolution equation:
(1) where R is the scalar curvature, is a positive scalar function of t and f is a smooth function subject to the constraint that the measure d WD .4 / n=2 e f dv g remains constant. The functional is invariant under simultaneous scalings of and g and under diffeomorphism: W.g; f; / D W.c g; f; c / and the corresponding gradient flow is equivalent to (1) up to diffeomorphism (Perelman [11] ). The monotonicity formula:
shows that a critical metric corresponds to a (gradient) Ricci soliton, that is a metric satisfying the equation (cf Chow et al [3, Proposition 1.7] ):
where A is constant, and in favourable circumstances, we may expect convergence in some appropriate limit to such a metric up to diffeomorphism.
More generally, a Ricci soliton is a metric g satisfying the equation:
where E is a vector field called the soliton flow, L E denotes Lie derivation with respect to E and A is constant. The soliton is called shrinking, steady or expanding when A < 0; D 0; > 0, respectively. In the case when E D grad f is the gradient of a function, then L E g D 2rdf and the soliton is said to be of gradient type. Any solution to (1) of the form g.t/ D c.t/ t .g/, where c.t/ is a scalar function and f t g is a smoothly varying family of diffeomorphisms satisfying 0 Did, has the property that g.0/ satisfies (5) Non-gradient solitons play a fundamental role in the study of the long-term behaviour of the Ricci flow and until recently no examples were known. In Baird-Danielo [1] , a complete description of the soliton structures on the eight three-dimensional geometries of Thurston was obtained, in particular non-gradient structures were found on the geometries Nil and Sol, while it was shown that the geometry B SL 2 .R/ carries no soliton structure whatsoever. Independently, J Lott found the same soliton structures as well as similar ones on the four-dimensional geometries [10] . Furthermore, he showed that on a class of manifolds, if g.t/ is a solution to (1) , then the sequence of Ricci flows: fg s .t/ D s 1 g.st /g, which exhibit the long time behaviour of g.t/, converge to a soliton flow in the sense of Hamilton's pointed convergence [8] . Otherwise, Guenther, Isenberg and Knopf have used the non-gradient soliton structures on Nil and Sol to study the stability of a solution in a neighbourhood of metrics about a metric induced from one of these geometries Guenther-Isenberg-Knopf [6; 7] . In the Ricci flat case, the stability is also studied by N Sesum [12] .
In spite of their importance, it is therefore surprising that few explicit examples of 3-dimensional solitons are known. Any metric of constant curvature satisfies Ricci .g/ D cg for a constant c and is therefore a soliton: we take E to be zero or any Killing field (L E g D 0). By a result of Ivey, any 3-dimensional soliton of non-constant curvature is non-compact [9] . The rotationally symmetric Gaussian soliton on R n is of gradient type with E D grad ajxj 2 for some constant a; it shows that a manifold may carry nonunique soliton structures. It is easily seen that the cylinders S 2 R and H 2 R admit unique (gradient) soliton structures, where S 2 and H 2 are standard 2-dimensional spherical and hyperbolic space, respectively, whereas Nil and Sol admit unique (nongradient) soliton structures (Baird-Danielo [1] , Lott [10] ). Together with the fact that the geometry B SL 2 .R/ carries no soliton structure, this gives a complete description on the 3-dimensional geometries. Another example is the rotationally symmetric gradient stationary soliton of Bryant, whose metric has the form g D dr 2 C a.r / 2 g S 2 , where g S 2 is the standard metric on the 2-sphere and where a.r / is derived from a 2-dimensional autonomous dynamical system (Bryant [2] , Chow et al [3] ). Threedimensional solitons also derive from a soliton structure on a surface † by taking the product † R. A fundamental example is when † is Hamilton's 2-dimensional cigar; this is a rotationally symmetric 2-dimensional gradient soliton and is the only complete stationary gradient soliton with positive curvature in dimension 2 [8] .
Our aim in this paper is to construct new examples from a dynamical system. We note that in coordinates .x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 /, many of the metrics g D g ij dx i dx j in the above list of examples can be expressed in the form: (6) .
where the three functions a; b; e all depend on x 1 only. It is important to note however, that the vector field E defining the soliton flow will generally depend on all three variables .x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 /. In the next section, we show how such metrics arise naturally under the hypothesis that the soliton .M 3 ; g/ admits a semi-conformal mapping onto a surface. On writing t D x 1 , the soliton equations become an autonomous dynamical system in R 5 (Theorem 3.3 -with t now taken to be the time coordinate of a solution curve, not to be confused with the time evolution parameter in the Ricci flow (1)). Each orbit determines a soliton metric, but in general it is difficult to extract useful information about its nature. However, when we restrict to metrics such that the horizontal distribution of the corresponding semi-conformal mapping is integrable (up to diffeomorphism e Á 0 in (6)), we now obtain an autonomous dynamical system in R 3 which becomes more amenable to study (Theorem 3.1).
The system depends on two parameters k and A, the latter, which corresponds to the constant in (5), can be normalised to have the values 2, 0, or 2. But now, different values of the first parameter k yield different soliton structures in general, for example, apart from exceptional cases, the soliton is of gradient type if and only if k C A D 0.
Fixed points correspond to the geometry Sol and all the other geometries apart from Nil and B SL 2 .R/ (which doesn't admit any soliton structure at all) are recognizable as orbits.
We undertake a phase space analysis of the dynamical system, and in particular show that there exists an invariant 2-dimensional subspace (Lemma 4.1). Restriction to this subspace now determines a 2-dimensional autonomous system. In general, orbits approach infinity in a finite time and a careful analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of these orbits is required to see whether the corresponding metrics extend to complete ones. When A ¤ 0, the new examples we construct are not complete, however, when A D 0 and k ¤ 0, we find an interesting family of examples, equivalent by homothety, which have the form of a product † R, where † is a 2-dimensional non-gradient soliton diffeomorphic to R 2 . Although the soliton flow doesn't factor, the metric factors to the cylinder R S 1 and by the cylinder to ball rule, extends to a non-standard C 2 metric g 0 on the 2-sphere S 2 . As such, we can view the soliton structure as living on an infinite branched cover of S 2 n ftwo pointsg. Furthermore the evolution of .S 2 ; g 0 / under the Ricci flow is governed by the soliton evolution by diffeomorphism on †. The key elements of this example are summarized in Theorem 5.12 and the preceeding discussion.
Normalisation of the metric
A smooth map W .M m ; g/ ! .N n ; h/ between manifolds M; N with respective Riemannian metrics g; h is said to be semi-conformal if, for each x 2 M where d x ¤ 0, the restriction d x j H x W H x ! T .x/ N is conformal and surjective, where
we obtain a continuous function W M ! R. 0/ called the dilation of ; it has the property that 2 D 1 n jjd jj 2 is smooth, where jjd jj represents the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the derivative at each point. If we now suppose that dim M D dim N C 1 with both M and N oriented (or simply, the fibres of are oriented) and that is submersive, then it follows that the metric g has the form
Now suppose dim M D 3 and dim N D 2 and choose local coordinates with respect to which is the projection .
where we have written Â D f 1 dx 1 C f 2 dx 2 C bdx 3 , with b a function everywhere non-zero and where the functions h ij depend on .x 1 ; x 2 / only. We will make the further assumptions that the coordinates .
, that the functions f 1 ; f 2 ; b depend on x 1 only and that Á 1.
We shall write t D x 1 , so we now have the form:
where all functions a; b; f 1 ; f 2 depend on t only. As already remarked, when the metric is that of a soliton, it is usually the case that the soliton flow given by the vector field E in (5) depends on all three variables .x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 /. The change of variable:
dt , transforms the metric (7) to give
so that, under diffeomorphism, it is no loss of generality to suppose f 1 Á 0 and on writing e for the function f 2 , we recover the normalised form of the introduction: 
Clearly the transformation is a diffeomorphism (being invertible) and with respect to the new coordinates, the metric g is diagonal of the form:
We shall therefore also distinguish the normalised form:
It is useful to have expressions for the Christoffel symbols
where .g kl / is the inverse matrix .g ij / 1 and @ i D @=@x i , etc, and the components of the Ricci curvature:
Although it is straightforward to calculate these for the form (8), we will only require them in the diagonal case (9) . It will be useful to write u D b 0 =b and v D a 0 =a in what follows.
Lemma 2.1
(i) The Christoffel symbols of the metric (9) are given as follows: all symbols without the index 1 vanish; for those containing the index 1, we have: (ii) The Ricci curvature of the metric (9) is diagonal with components:
Corollary 2.2 The mean curvature of the fibres of is given by D u@ 1 , in particular, a potential for the vector field is given by the function ln b 1 .
Proof This is a consequence of the definition:
Corollary 2.3
The metric (9) has constant curvature if and only if
with uv D const. Note that if uv is a non-zero constant then (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
Proof The metric has constant curvature if and only if Ricci .g/ D g for some constant . This condition is equivalent to the three equations:
Summing the last two of these and applying the first gives D 2uv . Substituting back, we find that the first equation is a consequence of the second and third, which now have the form stated in the corollary.
To finish this section and for future reference, we list the eight geometries together with their corresponding metrics in normalized form:
The dynamical system
We derive a 3-dimensional autonomous dynamical system whose orbits correspond to soliton metrics in diagonal form (9) . For the more general case (8), a 5-dimensional dynamical system can be deduced from the ansatz derived in [1] . This contains the 3-dimensional system as an invariant subspace. As all our examples come from the 3-dimensional system, we will prove that case and just state the form of the 5-dimensional one and make some general observations in that case.
First we decompose the vector field E in (5) into horizontal and vertical components:
@ 3 is the unit vertical vector field and f is some function. We suppose further that X D gradˇı . This is not the same as supposing that E is of gradient type, but rather that its horizontal component is. One of the useful consequences in assuming this decomposition in E is to essentially fix a gauge for E , since in general, the soliton flow is defined only up to addition of a Killing vector field. We will now find that orbits of our dynamical system are independent of any freedom that remains in the choice of E . Theorem 3.1 Let A and k be constants and consider the 3-dimensional autonomous dynamical system:
Then each orbit t 7 ! .u.t/; v.t/; .t// determines a Ricci soliton metric of the form
The soliton is shrinking, steady or expanding, when A < 0; D 0; > 0, respectively. Up to addition of a Killing vector field, the soliton flow is given by:
it is of gradient type if and only if
Proof The components of the Ricci tensor are given by Lemma 2.1(ii). By (10), we have
where products of 1-forms correspond to symmetric tensor products. Now the second fundamental form rdˇdecomposes as
Collecting terms, the equations (5) for a soliton become:
with its component parts:
Now the latter equation implies that @f =@x 2 D 0, that
and that
On the other hand, these same equations give:
where we have written D @ 1ˇ.
We will now make the assumption that depends on x 1 only and that @ 22 2ˇD 0.
In fact if we suppose that u ¤ 0, then since the derivative of the RHS of (16) must vanish, it automatically follows that @ 12 2ˇD 0 and depends on x 1 only. If, further, we suppose that v ¤ 0, then integration of (13)(i) shows that @ 1ˇ vˇD , for some function which depends on x 1 only, so that in factˇDˇ.x 1 / and once more it is automatic that @ 22 2ˇD 0. However, we do not wish to exclude the possibility that one or other of u and v vanish identically (so that a or b are constant).
Since the derivative of the right-hand side of (16) vanishes, we must have
We therefore have the system:
for some constant k . The substitution D u v now gives the dynamical system (11).
If we now take an orbit t 7 ! .u.t/; v.t/; .t//, then we can construct the soliton flow as follows. We in fact only need to express the partial derivatives @ˇ=@x 1 and @ˇ=@x 2 . Firstly, To find f , we must solve (14) and (16) 
But now from (14), 
which vanishes if and only if
Let us make some general remarks, which will be useful in what follows. Firstly, the constant A in (11) can be normalized by permitting a homothetic change of the metric g . More precisely, set s D ct (c constant), so that
where we have defined e .s/ D .s=c/=c . Similarly for the other derivatives and the dynamical system (11) now becomes:
By choosing c appropriately, we can now normalise the constant A to be either 2; 0; 2.
Secondly, the soliton flow restricted to have the form (10) , is essentially unique.
Lemma 3.2 Suppose the metric (9) admits a soliton structure derived from the dynamical system (11) with corresponding flow
Then apart from the trivial Euclidean case when both a and b are constant,ˇis defined up to addition of a constant and f is defined up to the freedom:
When a and b are both constant, we have the additional freedom:
Proof That f admits the freedom (19) is obvious from equation (16). On the other hand, suppose the vector fields E 1 and E 2 determine the same soliton structure.
If we write
:
From (ii), we deduce that
for some function which depends on x 1 only. But now differentiating this with respect to x 1 and applying the first equation shows that
from which we deduce that 
for some function which depends on x 2 only, andˇD x 1 c . In particular @ 1ˇD .x 2 / and (20)(iv) implies that
On differentiating this, we deduce that both u Suppose finally that a 0 Á 0, so in particular v Á 0 and from (21) @ 1ˇD .x 1 /. From (20)(i), we must have constant. We suppose this constant non-zero otherwiseˇis constant as above. Then the exterior derivative of (20)(iv) shows that u 0 Á 0 and so u is also constant. But we are supposing that the components of the metric satisfy the dynamical system (11)
A consequence of the above lemma is that, apart from the trivial Euclidean case when both a and b are constant, distinct orbits of the dynamical system (11) do not arise from the same soliton structure due to the addition of a Killing field to E . We may on the other hand have different orbits giving the same soliton structure due to diffeomorphism, for example the diffeomorphism which interchanges x 2 and x 3 gives an example.
Before going on to study the dynamical system (11), we give without proof, the dynamical system that occurs with the more general form of the metric (8) . This can be deduced by applying the ansatz given by [1, Theorem 2], or by direct calculation, which is rather involved.
Theorem 3.3
Let A and k be constants and consider the 5-dimensional autonomous dynamical system:
Then each orbit t 7 ! .u.t/; v.t/; .t/; ı.t/; .t// in the half space ı 0 determines a Ricci soliton metric of the form (8) via the correspondence:
The soliton is shrinking, steady or expanding, when A < 0; D 0; > 0, respectively.
Note that, for an orbit to correspond to a soliton we must have ı 0; in which case ı Á 0 if and only if the horizontal distribution is integrable and we are back in the case of system (11) . Furthermore, if ı vanishes at any point along an orbit, then it is identically zero along that orbit. This is a consequence of the uniqueness of the solution of the ODE: ı 0 D 2ı for a given initial condition. Thus each orbit lies in the half-space ı > 0, the half-space ı < 0, or the hyper-plane ı D 0.
A further observation is that there are no fixed points in the half-space ı > 0. For such a fixed point would require D 0 and
Substitution of the last three of these equation into the first yields
Then the second gives
C 2ı which cannot be satisfied for ı > 0.
Remark 3.4
We emphasize that (11) and (23) do not give all solitons with metrics of the form (8), but only those with X D gradˇrestricted as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. For example, the geometry Nil has soliton flow determined by the functioň .
/ whose dependence on the variable x 2 means that it doesn't occur in our class of examples.
The phase space of the dynamical system
Our aim in this section is to make some preliminary observations about the dynamical system (11) and discuss some well know soliton metrics that arise. In the next section we will undertake a more thorough phase space analysis and deduce some new examples.
The first remark is that the dynamical system (11) can be viewed as a gradient system, for if we set D = p 2, then it becomes:
(24) For a given c , the intersection of the level F D c with the plane D 0 , is a circle centre:
C A. At the equilibrium points, the value of F is given by p A p k 2 C A 2 and the radius degenerates to zero. At points along the curve (26) given by the centres of the circles, we have grad F is vertical (parallel to the -axis). A useful subclass of orbits is given by the following lemma. Proof Consider the evolution of the quantity Au C kv along a trajectory:
Thus if Au C kv D 0 at t D 0, then Au C kv remains zero by the uniqueness of the solution of an ODE for a given initial condition. But along the axis u D v D 0, the quantity Au C kv D 0. Our new examples will be given by the orbit passing through the origin. In the first instance it is important to know that in general this doesn't encounter an equilibrium point.
Proposition 4.2 Let
A > 0 and jkj > 0. Then the orbit passing through the origin never encounters an equilibrium point.
Proof Once more, it is convenient to work with the system (24). The tangent to the orbits is in the direction of grad F . We therefore compare the direction of grad F with the direction of rays from the origin at each point. More precisely, we will compare the gradients of these two vectors with respect to the D const. planes at each point. For the ray, at the point .u; v; /, it is given by the number
and for grad F , it is given by the number
Then jG.grad F; /j Ä jG.ray; /j if and only if
We can parameterise the ray joining the origin with the equilibrium point Â
Ã in the form:
Then along this ray, the inequality (27) reads:
which is always satisfied. Furthermore, the inequality is strict except when s D 0; 1. The conclusion is that along the ray joining the origin to the equilibrium point, the vector field grad F has a less steep incline, so the orbit falls above the ray and remains there. For negative time, by symmetry, the orbit lies below the other equilibrium point and remains there. We recall that by Lemma 4.1, the orbit remains in the plane Au C kv D 0, which also contains the equilibrium points.
Also, note that if k is positive and u is initially negative along a trajectory, then it remains so, for if u D 0, then u 0 D k < 0. Similarly, if v > 0 initially, then it remains so, ie in future time the trajectory remains in the quadrant u < 0; v > 0. Similary, in past time, the trajectory is in the quadrant u > 0; v < 0. Similar reasoning restricts the solution to particular quadrants when k < 0. In conclusion, the orbit through the origin avoids the equilibrium points. We remark that the above analysis of the orbit can quickly be verified by performing a Maple plot of the solution curve, see Figure 2 .
We now wish to explore further properties of the soliton corresponding to the orbit through the origin. We can consider it as a solution to the complex system: In order to show that the soliton is neither homogeneous, nor one of the other known types in the list given in the Introduction, we will expand the solution as a power series in t about the origin and calculate its curvature. We consider the more general case of an orbit passing through the point .w; / D .0; c/. So write:
On substituting into (29), we obtain the following recurrence relations for the coefficients:˛n
It is now possible to calculate successive coefficients to obtain:
The Ricci curvature is now given by Lemma 2.1:
We note that
Finally, the scalar curvature is given by the trace of the Ricci curvature:
For the orbit passing through the origin, we put c D 0 in the above formulae, in which case, both w and become odd functions, whereas the components of the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature become even functions. We can now establish the non-triviality of the soliton which corresponds to the orbit passing through the origin.
Theorem 4.3 Provided the constants k and A are both non-vanishing with k CA ¤ 0, the soliton determined by the orbit passing though the origin of the system (11) is neither homogeneous, rotationally symmetric, nor of product type † R, where † is a 2-dimensional soliton.
Proof Any homogeneous example must have constant scalar curvature. But the expression for the scalar curvature given by (32) shows that this can only happen when k D 0. To be rotationally symmetric, two of the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor must coincide. But an inspection of (31) shows that this can only happen when k C A D 0. Finally, to be of product type, one of the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor must vanish. It appears from (31) that R 11 vanishes when k D A. However, this is because due to the cumbersome nature of the expression, we have only developed it up to order 2 in t . In fact, when c D 0, the coefficient of t 4 is equal to
which shows that R 11 can only vanish when k D A D 0.
The above theorem shows that the soliton corresponding to the orbit passing through the origin does not fall into the list of examples given in the Introduction. It is similarly the case when we take non-zero values of c . In view of the normalisation of the constant A discussed above, when A is non-constant it is reasonable to set A D c 2 in the expansions (30) to give us a family of solitons depending on the two parameters k and . However, it is difficult to know whether some members of this family could be equivalent by diffeomorphism.
Having established the non-triviality of one of the solitons given by the dynamical system (11), let us now look how some known solitons arise. Then u Á 0 and we obtain the 2-dimensional dynamical system:
But this is precisely the system that occurs for the construction of a 2-dimensional Ricci soliton with metric of the form:
Hamilton's 2-dimensional cigar is given by the metric:
Then it is easily seen that the above equations are verified with A D 0. This example is a complete steady gradient soliton; for more details, see for example Chow-Knopf [4] .
Example 4.7 (Warped product examples) We consider the special case when a Á b , which can be considered as a warped product of the real line with standard Euclidean 2-space. Now our system can be viewed as the sub-system of the dynamical system (11) given by the orbits passing through the axis u D v D 0 when ACk D 0 (recall that by Lemma 4.1, these all lie in the plane u D v ). This then leads to the 2-dimensional dynamical system:
The behaviour of solutions is exactly as for the system (29) discussed above. By eliminating , we see that u is given as a solution to the second order ODE:
A particular solution when A D 0 is given by u D˙1 p 2 t 1 , which yields the metric
This singular metric of negative scalar curvature was also noticed in [1] . It corresponds to a steady gradient 3-dimensional soliton. If we don't insist on completeness, this example provides an answer to [3, Problem 1.88]; by Lemma 2.1, we see that the Ricci tensor is positive whatever sign is taken in the expression for u, as is required -cf the discussion in [3] .
Asymptotic analysis
In this section we concentrate on the orbit of the dynamical system (11) that passes through the origin and study its asymptotic behaviour. This will enable us to understand better the soliton metric that it produces.
Firstly, let us make the orthogonal substitution:
which puts (11) into the form:
Note that the sign in front of the square root p k 2 C A 2 can be compensated for by replacing Á with Á. We study the orbit with initial condition . .0/; Á.0/; .0// D .0; 0; 0/, so that .t/ D 0 for all t , and we now have the reduced system:
If A > 0, the fixed points are given by We study the different cases.
We now have the system Case (ii) A > 0, k ¤ 0 The first observation is that the orbit starting at .0; 0/ enters the slice Á C > 0, Á > 0 and remains there. For
so that since .Á C / 0 .0/ > 0, initially Á C becomes positive. Suppose at some future time t > 0 we have .Á C /.t/ D 0 and let t 1 > 0 be the first such time; then
and the same arguments apply. However, we wish to be much more precise in localising the orbit.
Lemma 5.1 The orbit of (34) passing through .0; 0/ enters the region > 0, Á > p A, after which both Á and increase monotonically and approach infinity.
for t sufficiently large. To see this, let us calculate the derivative
which, since Á.t/ > .t/ clearly tends to infinity, but this means also that p k 2 C A 2 AÁ becomes arbitrarily large and positive, so that, for t sufficiently large we have p k 2 C A 2 AÁ > 0, as required. Furthermore the inequality
Á.t/ D C1 also. We now apply this inequality in a similar way to the above. Thus
Integration from t to T now gives the required lower bound on .t/.
To establish the asymptotic behaviour of Á, we employ similar tactics. Thus
Integration from t to T now gives
On the other hand, inequality (37) gives
and we have d dt arctan
We now proceed similarly to obtain an upper bound on Á.t/.
Corollary 5.3 As t % T , we have
where c 1 and c 2 are constants satisfying
Proof This follows immediately from the expansions for cot x and coth x , namely:
noting in particular that cot x < 1=x for x sufficiently small and positive, whereas coth x > 1=x , so the inequalities are strict in one sense.
In order to study extension of the resulting metric to a smooth metric, or for later reference, just to a C r metric, we require the "cylinder to ball rule" in a slightly modified form. The proof is standard and we refer the reader to [4] for details.
Lemma 5.4 Consider a metric g D dr 2 Cb.r / 2 dx 2 defined and smooth on 0 < r < r 0 for some r 0 , where dx 2 is the metric for the circle S 1 . Then g extends to a C 2l .l 1/ metric across r D 0 if and only if
If further lim
Theorem 5.5 For A > 0, k ¤ 0, the soliton metric corresponding to the orbit through the origin of the dynamical system (34) is not complete and cannot be extended to a complete metric.
Integration for t % T now yields
where o.T t/ is interpreted as the condition lim
On the other hand b D a k=A is given by
By Corollary 5.3, j c 2 k p k 2 C A 2 j < 1, so that the conditions for extension given by Lemma 5.4 are not satisfied
The next case is perhaps the most interesting in respect of the example it produces.
The dynamical system (34) now takes the form
Then for k ¤ 0 there are no fixed points and on replacing Á with Á, it is no loss of generality to suppose that k > 0. Note also that given a solution .Á.t/; .t//, then Á satisfies the ordinary differential equation:
We study the orbit with initial condition .Á.0/; .0// D .0; 0/. The corresponding soliton will determine a soliton structure on a surface whose corresponding metric factors to the cylinder which we will show by the "cylinder to ball" rule, extends to a complete C 2 metric on the 2-sphere S 2 .
The derivatives
show that the orbit enters the slice Á C > 0, Á > 0 and remains there. Since for t > 0, we have Á.t/ > .t/ > 0, then 0 > 2 and comparison with the solution 1=.˛ t/ (˛constant) to the equation 
where˛0 D k andˇ0 D 0. The equations (38) give the following recurrence relations between the coefficients:
Note for what follows below, that
We claim that˛l D 0 for l odd, l 1 and thatˇm D 0 for m even, m 0. To see this, we apply induction. So suppose the claim is true for all l; m Ä l 0 , for some positive integer l 0 . If l 0 is even, then
; with r C s even. So in each term on the RHS, either r is even, in which case so is s and by our induction hypothesisˇs D 0, or r is odd, in which case, once more by our induction hypothesis,˛r D 0, so that˛l 0 C1 D 0. On the other hand, if l 0 is odd, theň
; with r C s odd. So now in each term on the RHS, one of r or s must be odd and so the corresponding coefficient must vanish andˇl 0 C1 D 0.
It therefore follows that Á.t/ and .t/ have expansions about t D 0 of the form:
with corresponding recurrence relations:
The coefficients are now all strictly positive and we claim that lim
for some number R > 0, independent of k . By the estimates on , we know that (since the power of each successive term in the series increases by 4).
We prove by induction that
/ for numbers p.n/; q.n/ independent of k . This is certainly true for a 0 and b 0 , so suppose the property is true for all a n ; b m with n; m Ä n 0 , for some positive integer n 0 . Then
where each term on the RHS has the form
On the other hand,
With the previous property established, that a n 0 C1 D k 2.n 0 C1/C1 p.n 0 C 1/, we see that each term on the RHS has the form
and the result follows.
Write e s D 1=.T t/ and choose k such that T D 1. By Theorem 5.7, this is possible. Thus t D 0 precisely when s D 0. Our aim is to establish the following theorem.
Theorem 5.9 Let x.s/ D Á.T e s / e s and y.s/ D .T e s / e s , where Á and satisfy the dynamical system (38), then x.s/; y.s/ ! 0 as s ! 1.
As a first step, we prove the following lemma. e .s/ both exist and are equal to 1.
Remark 5.11
In fact, we can use this lemma to estimate the value of the radius of convergence R of the series in Theorem 5.7 using Maple. In effect, the program plots the orbit through the origin for various values of k and there is precisely one value of this constant for which it terminates at the point .1; 1/. Since T D 1, the value of R is then given by p k .
Proof of Theorem 5.9 We refer the reader to Figure 3 for a plot of the solution. It is our aim to show that the point x.s/; y.s// converges asymptotically to the two lines x y D 0 and 2x C y D 0, from which the result will follow.
The functions x.s/ and y.s/ satisfy the non-autonomous system which, on multiplying through by e s gives .s/e s < C 1 e .1 "/s "e s 2 " :
Now take the limit as s ! 1. Then if C 1 < 0, the right-hand side tends to 1, which contradicts the fact that .s/e s ! 0. Hence C 1 0. But our choice of " is arbitrary within the interval .0; 1/ and since .s/ < 0, we conclude from (41) that lim
.s/ D 0. This completes the proof of the Theorem.
soliton is of non-gradient type and its flow is given by the vector field (43). The metric g factors to a metric on the cylinder .0; 2/ S 1 and then by the cylinder to ball rule, extends to a C 2 metric on the sphere S 2 .
